
Opener

What could we have 
measured to help 
determine how the 
coffee can went 
boom? 

Reminder:
-Dress for lab 
tomorrow



What could we have measured?



Mass

What is mass?

How can it be measured?





Mass and Change Lab

• Goal- What happens to the mass of an object 
when it is changed?
Part 1: Change the shape of steel wool
Part 2: Melting ice
Part 3: Burning steel wool
Part 4: Dissolved sugar in water
Part 5: Dissolved Alka-Seltzer



Mass and Change Lab Day 1
• Today-
– (20 min) Write all the procedures before your can 

start experimenting. 
• Get familiar with where lab equipment is located.

• Make sure to list all need material with the correct name.

– (2 min) Make prediction in data tables (increase 
decrease or stay the same).

– Get Clearance Stamp

– (5 min) Complete Part 1 and obtain data and record 
(individually on handout and on class data sheet).

– Clean up





Before You Go…

• How is your week going?  Highs? Lows?



End of Day



No Opener 
Today J

Please take out 
your Mass and 
Change Lab



Mass and Change Lab Day 

• Today-
– (45 min) Complete Part 2-5 and obtain record data 

(individually on handout and on class data sheet). 
– Clean up.
– (Rest) Start to complete the “Evaluation” particle 

level drawings.  



All data need today! 



Opener
What do you 

think-
What is mass?
What do you 

know about it? 
How is it related 

to particles? 



Mass and Change Lab Day 
• Today:

• Complete all parts and record data (individually 
on handout and on class data sheet). 
• Clean up.
• Complete the “Evaluation” particle level 

drawings.  





Exit

Thinking about the particle diagrams you drew 
today, what are some ways that you can account 
for the changes in mass?  (where did the 
particles go/come from?)



End of Lesson 2



Opener

Think about the lab.  
What changes could 

you make to your 
procedures that 

might give you more 
accurate results? Be 

specific.



Unit 1- Physical Properties 
and Matter



Law of Conservation of Mass

• This law was developed by a 
French chemist named Antoine 
Lavoisier.  

• Lavoisier carefully measured 
the mass of the reactants and 
products when carrying out 
chemistry experiments.  

• He noticed that in every case, 
the mass of the reactants was 
ALWAYS equal to the mass of 
the products.



• Historical Context- Year was 1776.
– He was the first scientist to recognize and name 

the elements hydrogen and oxygen.
– In 1789, he wrote the first 

chemistry textbook. 
• Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, 
phosphorus, mercury, zinc and sulphur (list also included 
'light' and 'caloric‘).

– He was executed, along with hundreds of other 
nobles, during the French Revolution.

Law of Conservation of Mass



Key Concept 1: The law of conservation of 
mass states that mass is neither created 
nor destroyed in a chemical reaction, it is 
conserved.

The mass of the reactants equals the mass of 
the products.

massreactants = massproducts

Law of Conservation of Mass





White Boarding Session

• Each lab table will be assigned one experiment 
from lab.

• On the whiteboard collaboratively draw a 
particle diagram that illustrates the law of 
conservation of mass for your assigned part. 

• Assign one person to explain the drawing and 
the other members need to be ready to 
answer questions from their 
classmates/teacher. 





Before you go…

Key Ideas
List the key ideas from class today 

(at least 2)
AND write a sentence for each explaining 

why it is important.



End of Lesson 3



Opener

If I were to give you four 
common white solids 
(Examples: salt, sugar, 

baking soda, baby 
powder, ect.) 

How could you correctly 
identify which is which? 

(You can’t taste anything 
in a chemistry lab)









Due Dates

Thursday:  
• Whiteboarding Assignment

Friday:  
• Mass and Change Lab 

Pass Out Practice Problems 1A





Opener
• Turn in the 

whiteboarding 
assignment

• Take out your 
opener from 
yesterday

• Lab due tomorrow



• Matter is anything that takes up space and has 
mass.
• Water
• Rocks
• Air
• Wood
• Plastic
• You
• So what is not matter?

What is this Matter? 



• Key Concept 2: Matter is anything made of 
particles.

• Matter has observable and measurable 
qualities.
– Two basic types of properties of matter: 

physical properties and chemical 
properties.

– All matter can undergo change: physical 
change or chemical change

c

Matter is…



Properties

Key Concept 3: Physical properties are 
characteristics of a substance that help 
identify the material.   
Key Concept 4: Chemical properties 
describe how a material reacts with 
another substance. 



Changes
Key Concept 5: Physical change- the 
original substance still exists (its 
particles are still the same); only form 
has changed
Key Concept 6: Chemical change- takes 
place on the molecular level and 
produces a new substance (particles are 
not the same) (hard to undo).



Physical Property Chemical Property

Key Concept 7: What are 
some properties of salt? 

Salt



What type of change was it? 

Mass and Change Lab

Part 1: Change shape 
Part 2: Melting ice
Part 3: Burning steel wool
Part 4: Dissolved sugar in water
Part 5: Dissolved Alka-Seltzer







Closure

• Exit Pass—Based on what you learned today 
about properties and changes, how would you 
answer the bell work differently? (what could 
you add) 



End of Lesson 4



Key Concept 8
– Qualitative data:  deals with descriptions. 
– Quantitative data: deals with numbers
– Examples

–What was an example from our Mass 
and Change Lab of quantitative data?

–What qualitative data could you have 
collected in the Mass and Change Lab?

Qual vs. Quant



We know how to measure mass, 
but what about volume?



Volume

What is volume?

How is volume measured? 

How should scientist measure volume?



Comparing Units of Volume

• Key Concept 9: Volume measures the amount 
of space an object takes up, and is a derived  
unit from length.



Calculating Volume with a Ruler
• Key Concept 10: Volume can be measured in 

cubic centimeters (cm3) using a ruler 



Calculating Volume with a Graduated Cylinder

Key Concept 11: Volume can be measured in 
milliliters (mL) by using a graduated cylinder.



Opener
Please turn in your 
Mass and Change 
Lab and have your 
notebook at your 

desk

Pick up a slip of 
paper for your 

opener



Opener

Is water boiling undergoing a physical or 
chemical change?  Support with evidence from 
your notes?  What is the “steam” composed of? 



Quick Lab

Key Concept 12: Quick Lab Purpose- Compare 
the volume that are calculated using a ruler with 
those measured using a graduated cylinder.  

(FOLLOWED BY DATA YOU COLLECT FROM THE QUICK LAB)

mL and cm3



How can you minimize error?





Class Data

• Once you have your two measurements, add 
your data to the class data on my Computer.  

• No Units (my data table has the units listed)
• Repeat for a different object



Quick Lab

Goal: Compare the volume that are calculated 
using a rule with those measured using a 
graduated cylinder.  

Key Concept 13: How are mL 
and cm3related? 

(ANSWER IN NOTES!)



Sources of Error?



“We can only be as accurate as 
our weakest measurements”. 

Sources of Error?



Significant Figures 

• Often, precision is limited by the tools 
available.

• Key Concept 14: The significant figures of a 
number are those digits that 
carry meaning contributing to its precision. When 
measuring significant figures include all known 
digits plus one estimated digit.



Learning Check

What is the length of the wooden stick?



Learning Check
• Record the measurement using significant 

figures. 



Learning Check
• Record the measurement using significant 

figures. 



Learning Check
• Record the measurement using significant 

figures. 



Exit
• Correctly record the following measurements 

using significant figures.



Opener
1. How do you measure using sig figs? 
2. Record the following measurements:



Crash Course

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQpQ0hx
VNTg

• Start at 6:00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQpQ0hxVNTg


Key Concept 15: Counting sig figs



Key Concept 15: Counting sig figs

Step 1:  Draw a box around all nonzero digits



Key Concept 15: Counting sig figs

Step 1:  Draw a box around all nonzero digits

• Step 2:  If a dot is present, draw a box around 
any trailing zeros.



Key Concept 15: Counting Sig Figs

Step 1:  Draw a box around all nonzero digits

• Step 2:  If a dot is present, draw a box around 
any trailing zeros.

• Step 3:  All boxed digits are significant
*There are seven significant figures*



Shoulder Partner Practice



Math with sig figs

Key Concept 16:  When multiplying or dividing 
measured numbers, round your answer to 
match the fewest number of sig figs

Example:
32.23 m / 16 s = 2.014375 à 2.0 m/s



Math with sig figs

Key Concept 16:  When multiplying or dividing 
measured numbers, round your answer to 
match the fewest number of sig figs

Example:
32.23 g / 16 mL = 2.014375 à 2.0 g/mL



Math with sig figs

Key Concept 17:  When adding or subtracting 
measured numbers, look at the decimal places 
and round your answer to match the number 
with the fewest

Example:

32.34 mL + 16.2 mL = 80.88 à 80.9 mL



Math with sig figs

Key Concept 17:  When adding or subtracting 
measured numbers, look at the decimal places 
and round your answer to match the number 
with the fewest

Example:

32.34 mL + 16.2 mL = 48.54 à 48.5 mL



It does not matter if we 
measure in cm3 or mL, but how we 

measure matters



You can measure the volume of cylinder 
using a ruler or you can measure the 
volume of the cylinder using water 

displacement. 

Volume



Mass and Volume Lab
Goal: What relationship exists 
between mass and volume?



Best Practices

Lab procedures
Minimize error?





By the End…

• Once you have your four measurements, add 
your data to the class data on my Computer.  

• No Units (my data table has the units listed)
• This must be done by the end of class.
• Return to your seat, there is no closure but, 

study practice problems 1A.



End of Day



Opener

Please have your 
Mass & Volume 
Lab AND your 

notebook at your 
desk



• Do you think there is a relationship between 
mass and volume?

• How do you think we can determine if a 
relationship exists?

Mass and Volume Lab



Simple Graph

5th Hour Class Data
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Simple Graph

6th Hour Class Data
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Simple Graph

7th Hour Class Data
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With your shoulder partner discuss the following talking points and 
write a short response on your white board.

Class Discussion

1. What type of mathematical relationship 
seems to exist?

2. Why were there outliers in the original 
data?

3. Why does some of the data line up 
horizontally?

4. What would the best fit line look like? 
Draw a picture on your white board.



Simple Graph

Class Discussion



• Density is mass per unit volume.
• Gram per centimeter cubed

or
• Grams per milliliter

• What does this per mean? How do we write 
that mathematically?

Class Discussion



• Can you write a density value in a sentence?

Evaluation



Data



Evaluation



Calculate the density using your data

Evaluation



Key Concept 18: Percent error expresses error 
as a percentage of the accepted value.

Percent Error



A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Key Concept 19: A substance has an 
accepted density of 2.00 g/L. You 
measured the density as 1.80 g/L. What is 
the percent error? 

Percent Error



• What would these two different plastics look 
like at the particle level?

Evaluation



10 Minutes



A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D

Exit Pass- Show calculation and circle 
answer.

Joshua uses his thermometer and finds the 
boiling point of ethyl alcohol to be 75C. He 
looks in a reference book and finds that the 
actual boiling point of ethyl alcohol is 80C. 
What is his percent error?



• Write a density value in a sentence

Exit



End of Lesson 6



Opener

Please have your 
Mass & Volume 
Lab at your desk



What is this graph illustrating?



Exit Pass

Why can scientists 
make a table with 
constant density 
values for different 
substances.



Opener
Please pick up a 

paper for your bell 
work 
AND

Take out your 
Density Demo sheet

*Mass & Volume 
Lab Due TODAY



Opener
Write the following density 
measurements in a complete sentence.

Ex:  aluminum: 2.7g/mL
1mL of aluminum has a mass of 2.7g. 

1)Liquid Water:1g/mL
2)Steel 7.6g/mL
3)PVC Plastic 1.39 g/mL
4)Oak 0.85 g/mL



Density Demo #4



Speed Dating

Is object E or object F 
more dense? [Assume the 
particles are uniformly 
distributed throughout 
each object, and particles 
with a larger size have a 
larger mass.]  Explain your 
reasoning. 



Speed Dating
a. You have built a simple two-
pan balance shown above to 
compare the masses of 
substances A and B.  What would 
happen to the balance if you put 
equal masses of A and B in the 
two pans?  Equal volumes of A
and B in the two pans?  Explain 
your reasoning.



Speed Dating
b) Find the slope of the 
line for both A and B using 
correct units.  State the 
physical meaning of the 
slope for each substance.



Speed Dating
c) If you put 10.0 mL of A in 
one balance pan, what mass of 
B would you need in the other 
pan to make it balance? 
Explain your reasoning. 



Speed Dating
d)  If you put 35.0 mL of B in one 
balance pan, what volume of A
would you need in the other pan 
to make it balance?  Explain your 
reasoning.



Speed Dating
e)  Water has a density 
of 1.00 g/mL. Sketch the 
line representing water 
on the graph in Figure 4.



Exit
Draw a glass of water 
with an ice cube at 
the particle level that 
illustrates the 
difference in density.



End of Lesson 7



Opener
A student estimates 

the density to be 
2.5 g/mL, but upon 
googling it finds the 
actual density to be 

mass to be 3.1 
g/mL. What is the 

percent error? Show 
your work.



Remembering the first day of school

“Knowing the volume of the 
gases would be helpful.”

anonymous chemistry student

How can we determine the 
density of an unpressurized 
gas? 



Particle diagram illustrating density

What substance has the greatest density and 
how do you know?



Density Must Knows

The density of a substance is not dependent on 
the amount.  Gold 19.3 g/mL



Particle diagrams of state of matter?
17.31 g/cm3 19.30 g/cm3

Key Concept 20: The density of a substance is 
not dependent on the amount; however the 
density of a substance varies based on the state 
of matter. 



Particle diagrams of state of matter?



Water is Weird 

1.00 g/cm3 .92 g/cm3



Particle diagram illustrating density



Remembering the first day of school

“Knowing the volume of the 
gases would be helpful.”

anonymous chemistry student

How can we determine the 
density of an unpressurized 
gas? 
What gas could we use?



1. To determine the density of carbon dioxide 
what variables would we need to collect?

2. Should this experiment be done in an open 
or closed system? Explain why?

3. How can we determine the mass of the 
carbon dioxide produced?

4. How can we determine the volume of carbon 
dioxide produced?

Desk Pod Discussion Questions 



Quick Lab

Key Concept 21: Quick Lab Purpose- Produce an 
accurate particle diagram for carbon dioxide in 
different phases.  

(FOLLOWED BY DATA YOU COLLECT FROM THE QUICK LAB)



• Start Lab…Get going…Be 
productive
• If you finish early- study for 

Prove It Quiz

Quick Lab



Key Concept 22: Density of CO2 Class Data

Lab Table Mass of CO2 (grams) Volume of CO2 (ml) Density (g/ml)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7



Exit
Draw a particle diagram of what you think 

carbon dioxide looks like as a solid and a gas.



Exit
The accepted value of the density of carbon 
dioxide gas is 0.002 g/ml. Calculate percent 
error for the density of carbon dioxide gas.



No Bell Work Today
Please pick up your 

returned work
Reminders:
• Quiz Friday

• Notebook Check Friday



Key Concept 22: Density of CO2 Class Data
5th Hour

Lab Table Mass of CO2 (grams) Volume of CO2 (ml) Density (g/ml)
1 5.32 157.1 .033
2 .13 36.1 .003
3 .33 91.1 .0036
4 .22 99.1 .002
5 3.06 68.1 .045
6 .57 107.2 .005
7 .18 104.3 .0017



Key Concept 22: Density of CO2 Class Data
6th Hour

Lab Table Mass of CO2 (grams) Volume of CO2 (ml) Density (g/ml)
1 .28 61.1 .004
2 .3 94.2 .003
3 .29 133 .002
4 .78 76.1 .010
5 5.91 139 .043
6 8.35 126.1 .0662
7



Key Concept 22: Density of CO2 Class Data
7th Hour

Lab Table Mass of CO2 (grams) Volume of CO2 (ml) Density (g/ml)
1 .16 57.7 .0027
2 .74 97.2 .008
3 .16 36 .004
4 .62 71.6 .009
5 .18 77.8 .002
6 .72 158.7 .05
7



Carbon Dioxide Accepted Values

The accepted value of the density of carbon 
dioxide gas is 0.002 g/ml.

• Get with your group and 
calculate your percent error
• Discuss your percent error



Carbon Dioxide Accepted Values

The accepted value of the density of carbon 
dioxide gas is 0.002 g/ml.

The accepted value of dry ice
(solid carbon dioxide) is 

1.5 g/ml.



The accepted value of the density of carbon 
dioxide gas is 0.002 g/ml. Calculate percent 
error for the density of carbon dioxide gas.



Particle Diagram for States of Matter 

Key Concept 23:
Solid vs. Gases 
at the particle 
level (volumes equal) 



Prove It Quiz 1

Get ready for the quiz Friday by working with 
your shoulder partner on practice problems 1A 
and 1B.  What questions do you think will be on 
the quiz?



Exit

How does the density of a solid compare to the 
density of a gas?



Opener
Make a list of 
concepts that we 
have learned 
about in unit one.  
Use your notes 
and practice 
problems to help.

Reminder:
Quiz Tomorrow 



Key Concept 24: What is the weight of the ethyl alcohol 
that exactly fills a 150.0 mL container? The density of 
ethyl alcohol is 0.789 g/mL.

Density Calculation 



Key Concept 25: A block of aluminum occupies a 
volume of 15.0 mL and weighs 40.5 g. What is its 
density?

Density Calculation 



Exit

The first Prove It Quiz is tomorrow. What do you
need to do in order to score at least an 8/10?




